
Year 3 Spellings  Autumn Term 1  

Challenge spellings are an option to extend your child’s learning further. They can find out if they follow the rule or pattern and even find out 

where the word comes from (etymology). They will not be tested on these. 

Set 1 suffixes (ing, 

en, er, ed) 

Test: 11-09-20 

Set 2 The letter ‘y’ can 

make a short ‘i’ sound. 

Test: 18-09-20 

Set 3 ou as in ‘young’ 

Test: 25-09-20 

Set 4 prefixes (dis, mis) 

Test: 02-10-20 

Set 5 prefixes (il,in, 

im,ir) 
Test: 09-10-20 

Set 6 prefixes (re, sub, ir) 

Test: 16-10-20 

1. forgetting 1. myth 1. young 1. disappoint 1. illegal 1. recede 

2. forgotten 2. gym 2. touch 2. disagreement 2. illegible 2. replace 

3. beginning 3. gymnasium 3. double 3. disobey 3. inaccurate 3. reappear 

4. beginner 4. Egypt 4. trouble 4. disqualify 4. immortal 4. redecorate 

5. travelled 5. pyramid 5. country 5. disappear 5. impatient 5. subconscious 

6. preferred 6. mystery 6. couple 6. dislodge 6. impossible 6. subdivide 

7. gardening 7. crypt 7. cousin 7. misbehave 7. immature 7. subcontinent 

8. gardener 8. hymn 8. encourage 8. misheard 8. imperfect 8. substitute 

9. limiting 9. lyric 9. courage 9. misspell 9. impolite 9. submergible 

10. cancelling 10. symbol 10. enough 10. misprint 10. irregular 10. irresistible 

Challenge Challenge Challenge Challenge Challenge Challenge 

kidnapper system courageous misinterpret irrelevant irreversible 

planning typical southern disconnect irresponsible irreplaceable 

 



Year 3 Spellings  Autumn Term 2 

(Challenge spellings are an option to extend your child’s learning further applying their knowledge of the sound or spelling rule, they will not be 

tested)  

Set 7 prefixes (aqua, 

hydro, inter) 

Test: 06-11-20 

Set 8 suffixes (super, anti, 

auto) 

Test:13-11-20 

Set 9 suffixes (ly) Just add ly 

Test: 20-11-20 

Set 10 suffixes (ly y 

changes to I, –le change 

to ly,  -ic add ally 

Test: 27-11-20 

Set 11 -ture 

Test: 04-12-20 

Set 12 -tcher 

Test: 11-12-20 

1. aquarium antibody boldly clumsily capture archer 

2. aquamarine antisocial bravely cheekily creature thatcher 

3. aquanaut antifreeze calmly drearily culture butcher 

4. aqueduct automatic carefully luckily feature catcher 

5. aquatic autobiography clearly gently moisture searcher 

6. hydroelectric supersonic cleverly fiddly fixture cruncher 

7. hydrogen superpower deadly humbly pasture dispatcher 

8. hydrate supervisor evenly simply posture fletcher 

9. dehydrate supervise exactly idly sculpture scratcher 

10. interact superior gladly comically texture poacher 

Challenge Challenge Challenge Challenge Challenge Challenge 

interchange superintendent keenly frantically puncture quencher 

international superlative usually magically mixture researcher 



 


